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Abstract

Today, the average life expectancy in developed nations is over 80 years and climbing. And yet, 

the quality of life during those additional years is often significantly diminished by the effects of 

age-related, degenerative diseases, including age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the leading 

cause of blindness in the elderly worldwide. AMD is characterized by a progressive loss of central 

vision attributable to degenerative and neovascular changes in the macula, a highly specialized 

region of the ocular retina responsible for fine visual acuity. Estimates gathered from the most 

recent World Health Organization (WHO) global eye disease survey conservatively indicate that 

14 million persons are blind or severely visually impaired because of AMD. The disease has a 

tremendous impact on the physical and mental health of the geriatric population and their families 

and is becoming a major public health burden.

Currently, there is neither a cure nor a means to prevent AMD. Palliative treatment options for the 

less prevalent, late-stage ‘wet’ form of the disease include anti-neovascular agents, photodynamic 

therapy and thermal laser. There are no current therapies for the more common ‘dry’ AMD, except 

for the use of antioxidants that delay progression in 20%–25% of eyes. New discoveries, however, 

are beginning to provide a much clearer picture of the relevant cellular events, genetic factors, and 

biochemical processes associated with early AMD. Recently, compelling evidence has emerged 

that the innate immune system and, more specifically, uncontrolled regulation of the complement 

alternative pathway plays a central role in the pathobiology of AMD. The complement Factor H 

gene—which encodes the major inhibitor of the complement alternative pathway—is the first gene 

identified in multiple independent studies that confers a significant genetic risk for the 

development of AMD. The emergence of this new paradigm of AMD pathogenesis should hasten 

the development of novel diagnostic and therapeutic approaches for this disease that will 

dramatically improve the quality of our prolonged lifespan.
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Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the leading cause of worldwide blindness in the 

elderly, is a bilateral ocular condition that affects the central area of retina known as the 

macula. The macula—which derives its name from the deposition of xanthophyll pigments

—is located temporal to the optic disc and is bounded by the temporal superior and inferior 

vascular arcades (Figures 1 and 20). Although the macula comprises only 4% of retinal area, 

it is responsible for the majority of useful photopic vision. The fovea lies at the center of the 

macula and is approximately 2 mm in diameter (Figures 1, 2 and 20). This region contains 

the highest density of cone photoreceptor cells and is the only region of the retina where 

20/20 vision is attainable. Although the macula is only 6 mm in diameter, it accounts for 

almost 10% of the entire visual field. Thus, lesions developing in this region can have a 

major impact on visual function.

AMD has a tremendous impact on the physical and mental health of members of the 

geriatric population and their families. Prior to 1990, AMD of all forms was often referred to 

as ‘senile macular degeneration’ or SMD, a reflection of the fact that the vision loss 

associated with AMD manifests late in life when most affected individuals are looking 

forward to enjoying retirement activities and maintaining independence. Instead, millions 

with AMD suffer bilateral central vision loss such that they can no longer drive, read a 

newspaper, prepare meals, or enjoy recreational activities. For many patients, the visual 

impairment associated with AMD means a loss of independence, depression, increased 

financial concerns and the need to adapt to vision loss at a time when co-morbid conditions 

often make such adaptation difficult or impossible (1–5).

The cost to society is only now being appreciated. A recent analysis of AMD in Australia 

predicts that the disease costs $2.6 billion per year (6). This is projected to grow to $6.5 

billion by 2025, a total cost of $59 billion over the next 20 years. A treatment that reduced 

the progression by only 10% would save Australia $5.7 billion over that same period of 

time. Similar analyses for the United States are lacking, but given the demographics and 

higher cost of medical care in the US, the costs would be projected to as much as 20-fold 

higher.

Clinically, AMD is classified into the nonexudative ‘dry’ or atrophic form and the exudative 

‘wet’ or neovascular form. More severe vision loss is typically associated with the ‘wet’ 

form that occurs in about 15% of all patients with AMD, but up to 20% of legal blindness 

from AMD is due to the atrophic form (7).

This article reviews the epidemiological, clinical, and underlying genetic and pathological 

manifestations of AMD.
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Clinical aspects of AMD

Epidemiology

AMD is the leading cause of blindness in the elderly worldwide, affecting 30–50 million 

individuals. World Health Organization (WHO) statistics from the most recent WHO global 

eye disease surveys conducted in 2002 revealed that 8.7% of worldwide blindness is due to 

AMD, the third leading cause of worldwide blindness after cataract and glaucoma. 

Conservatively, the WHO estimated that 14 million persons worldwide are blind or severely 

visually impaired because of AMD (8,9). The majority of these impaired individuals and the 

millions more who are visually impaired from this condition live in developed countries.

The Beaver Dam Eye Study, a large population-based study, revealed that the prevalence of 

large extracellular ocular deposits known as drusen, a hallmark sign of AMD, is 2% in 

persons 43–54 years of age and 24% in persons over 75 years of age in the United States 

(10). Data from a number of large epidemiological studies indicate that almost one in three 

people over the age of 70 have early stages of AMD and that the incidence of the more 

severe forms of the disease increases from less than 1% in people under 65 years of age to 

over 25% in the 90 plus age group (11–13).

The Age-related Eye Disease Study (AREDS) found that 20.2% of individuals with early 

stage AMD progressed to advanced disease over a 5-year period, a rate of 4.0% per year. 

Similar annual rates of progression, between 2.5% and 4.8%, were reported in the Rotterdam 

Study and Blue Mountains Eye Study (BMES) (14,15). A recent report by Taylor and 

colleagues estimates that the progression rate for mild to moderate visual impairment is 

approximately 32%, and the rate from moderate to severe visual impairment is 46%, based 

upon the 2–3-year progression data derived from the Macular Photocoagulation Study 

(MPS), the Treatment of AMD with Photodynamic Therapy (TAP) study and the Vertiporfin 

in Photodynamic Therapy (VIP) study (6). These rates are slightly higher than the rates of 

16% and 17% per annum reported by the MVIP study. Taylor also showed that the incidence 

of mild visual impairment in individuals who are 40 years and older is 0.10% per year; and, 

for moderate and severe visual impairment in this same group, it is 0.04% and 0.11% per 

year, respectively. However, as life expectancies increase in all parts of the world the 

prevalence of AMD will increase. It is likely that in the next few decades, tens of millions of 

people worldwide will suffer legal blindness or severe visual impairment from AMD (16–

24).

Given the enormous impact of AMD on an aging population, much public interest and 

research has been focused on this condition in the past decade. Recent advances in the 

treatment of the ‘wet’ or neovascular form of the disease provide new treatment options for 

those who already suffer from AMD. Moreover, recent groundbreaking discoveries of the 

genetic allelic variations that predispose individuals to the disease provide the opportunity to 

develop methods of preclinical diagnosis and preventive therapies for early stage disease.

Clinical presentation of AMD

Although autopsy studies have documented histological and ultrastructural changes 

associated with AMD in the retina, retinal pigment epithelium, choriocapillaris and choroid 
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in middle age (see below), the disease typically does not manifest clinically before age 55 

(10). AMD is generally thought to progress along a continuum from atrophic or ‘dry’ AMD 

to neovascular ‘wet’ AMD with approximately 10%–15% of all AMD patients eventually 

developing the wet form. Occasionally patients with no prior signs of dry AMD present with 

exudative changes as the first manifestation of the condition. The pathognomonic clinical 

sign of ‘dry’ AMD is pigment disruption and drusen—small yellowish deposits observed on 

fundus examination. Drusen may be small ‘hard’ (small with discrete margins) or ‘soft’ 

(larger with indistinct edges) (Figures 3–7). They lie between the retinal pigment epithelium 

(RPE) and an adjacent basement membrane complex known as Bruch’s membrane (Figures 

21, 23–24). Geographic atrophy (GA) and RPE changes are also observed in dry AMD 

(Figures 8–9). Several classification schemes have been developed that subdivide dry AMD 

into categories based on the number and size of drusen, amount of GA and degree of 

pigmentary changes in the macula (25–28).

The designation of exudative or ‘wet’ AMD implies that fluid, exudates and/or blood are 

present in the extracellular space between the neural retina and the RPE (i.e. the subretinal 

space) and/or, as in the case of RPE detachments, between the RPE and Bruch’s membrane 

(i.e. the sub-RPE space). Angiography using sodium fluorescein dye is commonly 

performed when signs of AMD are observed and exudative changes are suspected. 

Angiography can demonstrate ‘classic’ lacey vessels or more ‘occult’ leakage associated 

with fibrovascular tissue lying in the subretinal or sub-RPE space (Figures 10–15). The 

neovascular tissue associated with exudative AMD is most commonly referred to as 

choroidal neovascularization (CNV) because it originates from the normal choriocapillaris 

and extends through a dehiscence in Bruch’s membrane into the subretinal or sub-RPE space 

(Figures 25 and 29). Sometimes multiple soft drusen become confluent and create large 

pigment epithelial detachments (PEDs), which represent an elevation of the retinal pigment 

epithelium under the retina (Figures 16 and 17). Neovascularization associated with PEDs 

can be difficult to visualize clinically or image using fluorescein angiography; therefore, it is 

difficult to treat (29).

The natural history of dry AMD is progressive, with gradual loss of visual function that may 

span many years’ time. Many patients with dry AMD are asymptomatic and unaware of the 

disease. In 10%–15% percent of patients with dry AMD the deterioration is more rapid and 

extensive and they suffer significant vision loss due to geographic atrophy. In approximately 

10%–15% of patients the condition progresses to the ‘wet’ or neovascular form. Left 

untreated, the natural history of wet AMD advances further to a cicatricial stage referred to 

as a disciform scar. This process usually takes place over several months and typically 

results in a 4–8-mm diameter fibrotic scar underlying the macula accompanied by a central 

scotoma with severe central vision loss in one eye (Figures 18 and 19). Patients with 

neovascular AMD in one eye have a 4%–12% per year cumulative risk of developing 

neovascular AMD in the fellow eye. Thus, the risk of bilateral loss of central vision is high 

in those with the neovascular form of the disease (30).
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Therapeutics

A precise understanding of the molecular pathogenesis of AMD has proven to be elusive but 

it has only recently begun to be elucidated. As such, it is not surprising that the therapeutic 

approaches for AMD developed over the past 30 years have been of only limited benefit to 

most patients. Therapeutic interventions have focused almost exclusively upon the exudative 

‘wet’ form that comprises approximately 10% of the AMD patient population because it is 

the most debilitating and rapidly progressive form of the disease. Until recently, such 

therapies have resulted in a benefit to less than 50% of patients with ‘wet’ AMD, and 

therefore less than 5% of all AMD patients. Efforts aimed at developing therapeutics to 

delay onset or progression of ‘dry’ AMD (or the conversion from ‘dry’ to ‘wet’ AMD) have 

proven even more difficult due to the long study duration and large numbers of participants 

required to achieve meaningful statistical results.

Over the last 30 years epidemiological studies have repeatedly identified four risk factors for 

AMD: age, cigarette smoking, increased body mass index, and inheritance (10,31,32). These 

same studies, as well as others, have produced conflicting information regarding the roles of 

dietary antioxidant supplementation and fat intake. In 1992 the Age-related Eye Disease 

Study (AREDS) group began enrolling subjects in a prospective, multicenter, randomized, 

controlled study in which 4757 subjects aged 55–80 years with various stages of AMD were 

randomized to placebo or combinations of antioxidant therapy (33). Patients enrolled in the 

AREDS had either mild, moderate, or severe dry AMD in both eyes, or exudative AMD in 

one eye only. The study was designed to determine whether antioxidant therapy prevented 

vision loss, slowed the progression of dry AMD, or prevented conversion from dry to wet 

AMD. The results of 6.3 years of follow-up in the AREDS study were published in 2001 

(33). The study results demonstrated that daily antioxidant therapy in the form of 15 mg beta 

carotene, 500 mg vitamin C, 50 mg vitamin E, 80 mg zinc (as zinc oxide), and 2 mg copper 

(as cupric oxide) daily was superior to a placebo in delaying progression of advanced dry 

AMD, and in slowing conversion from dry to wet AMD. Specifically, the odds ratio of 

progression to advanced AMD was decreased to 0.72 in the group who took the above 

combination of antioxidants as compared to placebo. No benefit of antioxidant 

supplementation was demonstrated in the milder forms of AMD. However, because the early 

stages of AMD often persist for many years, it is quite possible that the study design was not 

long enough to demonstrate a benefit to patients with milder stages of AMD. The AREDS 

was a landmark study in that it was the first and largest prospective randomized trial 

designed to analyze the effect of antioxidant supplementation on the progression of AMD.

Another therapeutic intervention that has been investigated for nonexudative AMD is 

prophylactic laser therapy for eyes with drusen. Three prospective trials, the Choroidal 

Neovascularization Prevention Trial (CNVPT), Complications of AMD Prevention Trial 

(CAPT) and Prophylactic Treatment of Age-Related Macular Degeneration Trial (PTAMD), 

evaluated the efficacy and safety of light macular grid laser in reducing the risk of 

developing CNV in eyes with drusen. The CNVPT and CAPT used argon laser and the 

PTAMD used an 810-nm diode laser (34–36). In both the CNVPT and PTAMD studies, grid 

laser treatment increased the risk of CNV. Therefore grid laser treatment of eyes with drusen 

is not recommended if the fellow eye has CNV (36,37). Recent results of the PTAMD 
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bilateral drusen study arm with 639 subjects reported no decrease in CNV development but a 

four-letter gain in visual acuity in treated versus control eyes after 3 years of follow-up (38). 

The larger CAPT study of treatment of one eye in the setting of bilateral drusen is ongoing 

but near completion of 5 years of follow-up. Until the results of the CAPT study are known, 

prophylactic laser treatment of eyes with bilateral drusen is not a recommended therapy.

Therapy for exudative AMD has evolved from thermal laser photocoagulation in the early to 

mid 1980s, to photodynamic therapy for CNV beginning in 2000 and, most recently, to 

inhibition of vascular growth factors. The 3-year results of the Macular Photocoagulation 

Studies (MPS) for AMD was published in 1986 and demonstrated a benefit to thermal laser 

photocoagulation for ‘extrafoveal’ CNV located between 200 and 3,000 microns from the 

fovea. Subsequent MPS studies for juxtafoveal (1–200 microns from the fovea) CNV and 

subfoveal CNV, published in 1990 and 1991, respectively, demonstrated a benefit for laser 

treatment versus no treatment (39–41). However, visual loss was common even in those eyes 

with successful obliteration of CNV (42). Additionally, the closer the CNV was to the fovea, 

the poorer the visual outcome and the higher the rate of recurrence even in those who 

initially responded to treatment (43). In 1993, Freund and co-workers demonstrated that only 

13% of new patients with exudative AMD (or approximately 1.3% of all AMD patients) met 

criteria for thermal laser treatment based on the MPS (44).

In the late 1980s to mid 1990s there was significant interest in vitreoretinal surgical 

approaches to exudative AMD. Variable success rates were reported in numerous small pilot 

trials of vitrectomy surgery with evacuation of subretinal blood and neovascular membranes. 

Trial designs were nonstandard, results were conflicting, and long-term follow-up in these 

pilot trials was lacking. Given the potential morbidity and expense of a major eye surgery, 

the National Eye Institute sponsored the prospective, randomized, controlled Submacular 

Surgery Trials (SST), two arms of which evaluated the safety and efficacy of removal of 

submacular CNV and blood in exudative AMD. The results of the SST for AMD 

demonstrated that surgery (as performed in the trial) did not increase the chance of stable or 

improved vision, and it prevented severe vision loss only in those eyes with large subretinal 

hemorrhages. Submacular surgery was also associated with high risk of rhegmatogenous 

retinal detachment. Given these results, submacular surgery is no longer recommended for 

exudative AMD (45,46).

Other surgical therapeutic modalities which have been investigated in small pilot trials are 

macular translocation, reported first by Machemer and Steinhorst, and limited macular 

translocation developed later by de Juan (47,48). The former technique involves creation of a 

total retinal detachment, while the latter is limited to a partial retinal detachment. Both 

techniques involve displacement of the macular retina from an area of CNV to a location 

where the retinal pigment epithelium is anticipated to be healthier. While pilot trials have 

suggested a benefit from these therapies for a small subset of patients, the morbidity of the 

major eye surgery involved in an elderly population, the lack of results from definitive 

prospective, randomized controlled trials, and the emergence of less invasive and more 

broadly applicable pharmacological therapies for exudative AMD have resulted in much less 

frequent application of macular translocation in recent years.
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In 2000, photodynamic therapy with Visudyne™ (verteporfin), a light-activated compound, 

was approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for exudative AMD with 

predominately (>50%) classic, subfoveal CNV that was no larger than 5600 microns in 

diameter. FDA approval was based on the results of the Treatment of Age-Related Macular 

Degeneration with Photodynamic Therapy Investigation (TAP) study. In the TAP study, 

subfoveal CNV was divided into subgroups based on initial visual acuity, lesion size, and 

fluorescein leakage characteristics: enrolled subjects were randomized to Visudyne™ or 

placebo (49). Photodynamic therapy involves intravenous administration of the 

photoactivatable compound, Visudyne™, followed 15 minutes later by irradiation of the 

CNV with a low-energy, nonthermal laser. Activated Visudyne™ generates singlet oxygen 

that damages the CNV endothelium resulting in thrombosis (50). In the TAP study an 

average of 3.5 treatments spaced at 3-month intervals were required to ablate the CNV, so 

the process is a lengthy one. Visual results, though better than with any prior treatment, were 

less than optimal with only 67% of treated patients with predominately classic CNV losing 

fewer than three lines of visual acuity (as compared to 39% of placebo treated eyes). At 1 

year, 16% of Visudyne-treated patients gained one or more line of vision, and 15% of treated 

patients lost more than six lines of visual acuity. Over the course of the next several years, 

subgroup analysis of data from the TAP studies as well as additional trials with Visudyne™ 

treatment for lesions other than predominately classic CNV led to its application for other 

lesion types. However, the visualresults for lesions that were predominantly occult CNV 

were less favorable than those with predominately classic CNV (51,52).

Other ablative treatments for CNV include transpupillary thermotherapy (TTT) and radiation 

therapy. TTT utilizes low energy diode laser (810 nm) applied to the CNV slowly over 1 

minute. Small pilot trials of TTT for occult CNV initially showed promise but a randomized, 

prospective clinical trial (TTT4 CNV) demonstrated no significant benefit. Similarly, low-

dose radiation therapy for AMD was investigated in multiple small pilot trials with 

conflicting results (53–55). Although no definitive prospective clinical trial of radiation 

therapy for AMD has ever been conducted, the concept has become less popular in recent 

years, especially in light of the interest in pharmacological therapies for AMD.

The current era of therapy for exudative AMD utilizes pharmacologic administration of anti-

neo-vascular agents periocularly or intraocularly. Studies implicating various cellular growth 

factors, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in a variety of ocular 

neovascular processes, have led to the development of VEGF inhibitors, VEGF antibodies 

and other ‘broad-spectrum’ antiangiogenic molecules that inhibit proangiogenic cytokines. 

In 2004, Macugen™ (pegaptanib sodium) was the first of the VEGF inhibitors to be 

approved by the FDA for exudative AMD. Pegaptanib is an aptamer which binds to the A 

isoform of VEGF-165 at its heparin binding site and prevents VEGF-165 from binding to its 

receptor on endothelial cells. Pegaptanib is administered by intravitreal injection (i.e. 

injected into the vitreous cavity of the eye) every 6 weeks for up to a 2-year course of 

therapy. Based on the Macugen™ study results of 1186 patients after 1 year of subjects 

treated with 0.3 mg pegaptanib, 70% lost fewer than three lines of vision compared to 55% 

of controls. The risk of severe vision loss (>6 lines of vision) was reduced from 22% in 

controls to 10% in treated subjects (56).
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Another VEGF inhibitor undergoing clinical trials is Lucentis™. Lucentis™ is derived from 

the Fab fragment of an antibody to isoform A of VEGF. The fragment blocks VEGF binding 

to its receptor on endothelial cells, thus inhibiting its biological activity. The 2-year results 

of the ANCHOR trial were presented recently (57). The data demonstrated not only a 

preservation of vision in nearly 95% of patients treated with Lucentis™ (ranibizumab) at 

year one but, for the first time, an improvement in vision in a significant proportion of 

patients with exudative AMD. Lucentis™ was FDA-approved for the treatment of exudative 

AMD in June 2006.

Avastin™ (bevacizumab), a VEGF antibody derived from the same parent antibody as 

Lucentis™, is approved by the FDA to treat colon cancer and is gaining popularity as an 

‘off-label’ intravitreal therapy for AMD. It is important to note that Avastin™ has not yet 

undergone the toxicity studies and controlled trials that are required by the FDA for ocular 

application (58,59). Other anti-angiogenic therapies currently under study include 

anecortave acetate (Retaane™)—an antiangiogenic steroid (60,61)—squalene, triamcinolone 

(which carries a significant risk of causing cataract and steroid-induced glaucoma) in 

combination with Visudyne™ photodynamic therapy (62,63), and various VEGF inhibitors 

that are in various stages of development.

One concern with all antiangiogenic agents is their potential for systemic inhibition that may 

produce cardiovascular or cerebrovascular complications, or inhibit wound healing. The 

immediate and long-term systemic effects of these drugs, especially those prescribed ‘off-

label’, are largely unknown and difficult to determine in an elderly population already prone 

to vascular events. Additional drawbacks to the intravitreally administered therapeutics 

include patient discomfort, intraocular infection (endophthalmitis), retinal tear or 

detachment, and lens damage in phakic patients (64).

Recent discoveries of the role that inflammation plays in AMD pathogenesis (see below) has 

led to an interest in investigating the anti-inflammatory effects of 3-hydroxy-3-

methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG CoA reductase) inhibitors (statins) on AMD. Several 

clinical population-based studies of the effects of statins on AMD development and 

progression have yielded conflicting results (65). Thus, more studies in this area will be 

required to assess efficacy.

In the near future, therapy for exudative AMD will likely involve multiple anti-neovascular 

agents, possibly coupled with less frequent application of ablative therapies such as 

photodynamic therapy, in order to maximize the beneficial effects of each and minimize the 

frequency of adverse side effects. Further on the horizon are antiangiogenic agents in longer-

acting forms that require less frequent administration. The ultimate therapy for AMD, 

however, will lie in preclinical identification of those who are genetically ‘at risk’ for the 

disease, coupled with preventative strategies that are designed to minimize or compensate 

for one’s genetic predisposition.
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Pathobiology of early AMD

Overview

Until quite recently, the majority of research on AMD and the development of therapeutics 

for the disease have focused upon late-stage neovascular events. No clear-cut sequence for 

the initiation and progression of AMD has been identified that would allow it to be 

monitored and treated in its earliest stages. Moreover, the pathologic correlates of the 

different clinical phenotypes of AMD remain poorly understood, and there is a paucity of 

animal models that accurately mimic the characteristic features of the disease. Nevertheless, 

recent discoveries are beginning to provide a much clearer picture of the relevant cellular 

events, genetic factors, and biochemical processes that are associated with early AMD. This 

new information should hasten significantly the development of clinically effective 

diagnostics and therapeutics for the treatment of this devastating condition.

Morphological correlates of early AMD

From a histopathologic standpoint, the earliest detectable changes associated with AMD 

occur at the interface between the macular retina and the underlying layer of connective 

tissue known as the choroid (66–70). At this location lie the outer segments of rod and cone 

photoreceptors, the retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) cells, a stratified basement membrane 

complex termed Bruch’s membrane (BM), and the choroidal capillary bed or 

choriocapillaris (Figure 20).

The initial clinical diagnosis of early AMD is based on the funduscopic identification of 

drusen—the hallmark indicators of disease—and/or pigmentary changes in the macula. 

Drusen present fundus-copically as yellow-white deposits (Figures 3–7). They are 

extracellular deposits located between the retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) basal lamina and 

the inner collagenous layer of the elastin-containing Bruch’s membrane (Figures 22 and 23) 

(71). Macular drusen are classified using criteria that include size, shape and topographical 

location. These deposits are associated with an increased risk of visual loss that leads to end 

stage or late disease through either the growth of new blood vessels (choroidal neovascular 

membranes; Figures 25 and 29) that destroy the macula, or through the development of frank 

retinal atrophy (72–75).

Bruch’s membrane consists of an elastin core flanked on both sides by a collagenous layer 

and a basal lamina (Figures 20–29) (76–79). It is widely believed that the barrier properties 

of the RPE and BM limit cellular migration, especially the invasion of neovascular tissue 

from the choroid into the subretinal space. Our understanding of the molecular composition 

of BM, the molecular traffic that occurs across it, and the homeostatic mechanisms that 

maintain it, during normal aging as well as in AMD, is still rudimentary (80).

Links between AMD and structural abnormalities in BM have been documented in 

numerous histopathologic studies. Classically, these BM defects have been described as 

fragmentation or fracturing in association with calcification (81–85). Additional age-related 

changes in BM are typified by: 1) progressive thickening of the two collagenous layers; 2) 

modification and degeneration of collagen and elastin; 3) increased levels of advanced 

glycation end products, noncollagenous proteins and lipids; and 4) accumulation of several 
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types of sub-RPE deposits (86–95). It has also been suggested that the age-related 

abnormalities in BM eventually lead to photoreceptor degeneration as a result of increased 

hydrophobicity, reduced permeability, and impaired nutrient exchange between the choroid 

and the RPE. Functionally, such changes result in an exponential reduction in the hydraulic 

conductivity of BM as a function of age (96–99). Much less is known about changes in BM 

hydraulic conductivity in individuals with AMD.

It has been proposed that topographic variations in BM may render the macula more 

susceptible to the ingrowth of new blood vessels from the choroidal vasculature that 

characterizes neovascular AMD. Morphometric data indicate that the elastic lamina of 

Bruch’s membrane in the macula is 3–6-fold thinner and 2–5-fold less dense relative to that 

in the mid-periphery in individuals of all ages (100). Elastin fiber destruction in the macula 

could also play a key role in the initiation of neovascular events because elastin degradation 

peptides are highly angiogenic and possess macrophage-recruiting activity (101,102).

In addition to drusen, basal laminar deposits (BLamD) and basal linear deposits (BLinD) 

accumulate within the extracellular environment of the RPE-choroid interface (Figures 21, 

24, 28 and 29). These are identified based upon their morphological appearance and 

location. Both types of deposits have been proposed by various investigators to be involved 

in the pathogenesis of AMD (103). Neutral lipid (including esterified cholesterol) and 

apolipoproteins B and E are abundant in these basal deposits and in drusen, in the eyes of 

normal aged donors, as well as those with a history of AMD (88,94,104–107).

Basal laminar deposits (BLamD) that accumulate between the RPE basal plasma membrane 

and its basal lamina (Figures 21, 24 and 28) do not appear to be specific to or ‘diagnostic’ 

for AMD; however, there is a strong relationship between macular BLamD and exudative 

AMD, disciform scarring, and visual loss (74,84,108–114). BLamD-like deposits are also 

seen in other macular disorders with a clinical appearance similar to what is observed in 

AMD. These include Sorsby’s fundus dystrophy, late onset retinal degeneration (LORD), 

adult foveomacular pigment epithelial dystrophy and Malattia leventinese (115). The 

molecular composition and origin of BLamD have not yet been identified (116–118), but 

their morphological similarity to long-spacing collagen is striking. Electron microscopy has 

revealed that their banding pattern matches that of type VI collagen (119).

BLinD lie between the RPE basal lamina and the elastic layer of Bruch’s membrane (Figure 

28). The principal component of BLinD is a distinct form of membranous debris, thought to 

be comprised primarily of lipoprotein particles containing neutral lipids, including esterified 

cholesterol. It is likely that BLinD are derived from local ocular sources (e.g. RPE cells) 

(120). BLinD were initially described by Sarks and colleagues (121) as lipid-like vesicles 

with varying diameters.

It is believed that the pigmentary changes often observed in the macula of AMD eyes are 

attributable to degenerative changes in the highly melanized RPE cells. This notion has 

gained wide acceptance because most of the early clinical signs and histopathological 

changes have been localized to this cell layer (122–125). It has long been recognized that the 

RPE is essential for the transport of ions, nutrients, and metabolites from the circulation to 
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the neural retina and vice versa (126). A viable RPE is also essential for normal 

photoreceptor cell metabolism and functioning of the visual cycle. Therefore, it is not 

surprising that RPE degeneration is accompanied by concomitant photoreceptor 

degeneration. RPE dysfunction in the macula, whether caused by local environmental insults 

and/or genetic defect(s), would have a profound impact on the overlying photoreceptors and, 

therefore, on central vision. However, the nature of the insult(s) that causes RPE dysfunction 

has yet to be ascertained, although a variety of hypotheses has been advanced over the years 

including genetic factors, ischemia, oxidative stress, phagocytic overload, cigarette smoke, 

lipofuscin toxicity and, most recently, microbial infection (127–133).

The choriocapillaris has also been suspected to play a role in the etiology of AMD. The 

density and diameters of the choriocapillaris capillaries decrease with age, and this decrease 

is even greater in patients with AMD. The overall loss appears most marked in regions of 

geographic atrophy (134,135).

Physiological correlates of early AMD

There is substantial evidence of photoreceptor involvement in early AMD, particularly in 

those patients with soft or large drusen in the macula (136–144). Contrast sensitivity, the rate 

of recovery after photostress, the amplitude and latency of the foveal electroretinogram 

(ERG) response, and dark adaptation are all affected adversely in early AMD patients, 

including those with normal visual acuity (139,145–150). It has been shown that 

photoreceptor cells in areas impacted by drusen exhibit morphologic and biochemical signs 

of degeneration, including decreased expression of synapse-associated proteins and 

increased expression of stress-response molecules. There are also drusen-associated 

reductions in photoreceptor cell densities, thus suggesting that degenerative changes in 

photoreceptors ultimately lead to cell death (151,152).

Inflammation and AMD

Recent studies of the molecular composition of drusen have implicated local inflammation 

as a key element in the pathogenesis of AMD (153–159). Drusen contain numerous proteins 

related to the process of inflammation or its aftermath (106,160–163). In particular, many of 

these proteins are associated with the complement cascade and its regulation. Some of the 

proteinaceous components in drusen and the sub-RPE space are activated complement 

components and fragments associated with assembly of the membrane attack complex 

(MAC) (161,164–167). Other drusen components including vitronectin (160), clusterin, 

complement receptor 1 (CR1), and membrane cofactor protein (MCP-1) (163) are known 

complement regulatory proteins. Still others include known activators of the complement 

cascade including cholesterol (168), C-reactive protein (154), and the amyloidogenic peptide 

amyloid β (152,169). Metallic zinc, an amyloid β binding molecule, is also a drusen 

constituent (170). This compositional profile forms the basis for the conclusion that drusen 

are a manifestation of chronic, local inflammation at the level of Bruch’s membrane.

The complement system and AMD

Historically the immune system has been partitioned into the ‘innate’ and ‘adaptive’ 

systems. The innate system, an evolutionarily ancient system present in some form in all 
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multicellular organisms, is designed to respond immediately to invading pathogens. In 

contrast, the adaptive system, which is specific to vertebrates, takes several days to mobilize 

T and B lymphocytes in order to contain an infection. As one arm of the innate system, the 

complement system of proteins is poised to recognize, attack and kill invading 

microorganisms (171–176). The complement cascade consists of the classical, alternative, 

and lectin activation pathways, which converge on a final common, or terminal, pathway. 

The complement system is part of a complex homeostatic mechanism that includes 

recognition and killing of microorganisms, removal of foreign particles and dead cells, 

recruitment and activation of inflammatory cells, regulation of antibody production and 

elimination of immune complexes. In addition to the 30 or more proteins that contribute to 

the complement cascade, there are numerous soluble and membrane-bound factors that help 

to modulate the system and play important roles in protecting host cells and tissues from 

complement attack.

The complement cascade is activated by an initiating event or ‘trigger’. The ‘trigger’ 

initiates a series of biochemical reactions that produce biologically active peptides and other 

molecules that generate inflammatory, immune, and physiological responses. The terminal 

pathway culminates in the assembly of a macromolecular complex known as the membrane 

attack complex (MAC). The MAC promotes cell lysis by the insertion of transmembrane 

pores, and the formation of additional byproducts through enzymatic cleavage. These 

byproducts have inflammatory, anaphylotoxic, and chemotactic properties, which can 

produce damage to both foreign pathogens and host cells.

Each of the three complement pathways can be distinguished by the nature of the ‘trigger’ 

that activates it. Typically, antigen-antibody binding triggers the ‘classical pathway’. In the 

‘lectin pathway’, surface carbohydrate residues of invading pathogens serve as binding sites 

for the proinflammatory, acute phase proteins that trigger the cascade. A low level of 

spontaneous activation known as ‘tickover’ characterizes the ‘alternative pathway’, the most 

rudimentary and nonspecific pathway. This continuous background level of activation is 

amplified rapidly by the recognition of ubiquitous components present on the surfaces of 

many bacteria, viruses, as well as constituents present in cigarette smoke.

The complement system—and particularly the alternative pathway—plays a key role in 

tissue injury in ischemia, infection, and in a variety of disease processes (177). Under 

normal conditions, local complement activation is beneficial by promoting the rapid 

clearance of cell debris and facilitating the removal of toxic protein aggregates (178). 

Uncontrolled activation of this system, however, can seriously damage host cells and tissues 

and contribute significantly to disease progression (178–181). Activated components of the 

alternative pathway, for example, have been described in the pathology of 

glomerulonephritis, IgA nephropathy, asthma, lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, myositis, 

inflammatory central nervous system diseases like multiple sclerosis, cardiac valvular 

disease, cirrhosis, adult respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), pemphigoid disease, and 

antiphospholipid syndrome (182–188). Thus, because of its spontaneous activating 

properties, continuous control of the alternative pathway is necessary to prevent damage to 

self tissues. This control can be severely affected by local changes in the concentrations of 
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available components or impaired function of regulatory proteins that are attributable to 

acquired or genetic deficiencies.

Complement Factor H, the complement alternative pathway and AMD

Factor H is the main soluble inhibitor of the alternative pathway and, like most complement 

components, cells in the liver are responsible for 80%–90% of Factor H protein synthesis 

(189–191). Factor H inhibits C3 activation by binding to C3b, leading to its proteolytic 

cleavage and decay of the C3 convertase complex (C3bBb). It also competes with Factor B 

for surface-bound C3b, thereby conferring protection from membrane attack complex 

(MAC)-mediated attack. We now know that variants in the gene encoding Factor H play a 

central role in one’s susceptibility to AMD (see below). We also know from previous studies 

that individuals with mutations in the Factor H gene, or with autoantibodies that block 

Factor H function, are particularly susceptible to kidney disease that often leads to renal 

failure (181). However, it is not yet apparent how predicted functional alterations in the 

protein isoform encoded by the AMD risk-conferring Factor H gene variant lead to damage 

in the macula; nor is it known how the corresponding Factor B isoform produces the same 

net effect. Nevertheless, all of the available data are consistent with the conclusion that 

uncontrolled activation of the alternative pathway of complement at the level of Bruch’s 

membrane is a key element in the process of drusen formation and a major contributing 

factor to the pathogenesis of AMD.

Although the liver is responsible for most circulating Factor H, the eye is also capable of 

producing it as well as some other complement components. Not surprisingly, Factor H 

protein is also a molecular constituent of drusen (192). It co-localizes with its ligand C3b (a 

complement pathway component) in substructural spherules within drusen that contain 

amyloid β, further implicating these structures as candidate complement activators 

(169,193). Factor H and the MAC co-distribute in drusen and at the interface between the 

RPE and choroid. Finally, Factor H and C5b-9 (MAC) immunolabeling are more intense in 

the macula compared to tissues from more peripheral areas in the same eye (Hageman and 

Mullins, unpublished).

We have advanced a working model of AMD pathobiology based upon our studies (154,194) 

and the work of others (156,195). In this model, RPE atrophy and the subsequent deposition 

of cellular debris in the sub-RPE space are construed as a local pro-inflammatory ‘seeding’ 

event, leading to activation of the innate immune system at the RPE-choroid interface. 

Complement attack, in turn, induces significant bystander damage to macular cells and 

tissues, thus rendering them susceptible to additional RPE atrophy, photoreceptor 

degeneration and CNV.

Molecular genetics of AMD and disease associations

Overview

AMD is often regarded as a group of complex, late onset diseases modulated by the 

convergence of multiple risk factors (196,197). Family history is a consistent risk factor 

identified in most epidemiological studies of AMD conducted to date, and familial 
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aggregation studies have shown that a genetic contribution is readily identified in up to 25% 

of AMD cases (198). Twin studies also support a genetic basis for the disease, with the 

concordance of clinical features (drusen and pigmentary changes) for both early and late 

onset disease being approximately twice as high in monozygotic (identical) twins compared 

to dizygotic (nonidentical) twins (199,200).

Linkage analysis and candidate gene screening have recently provided dramatic new insights 

into the molecular genetics of AMD (201–209). Genome-wide linkage analyses of extended 

families with AMD have identified a number of chromosomal loci that are linked to AMD. 

The most consistent of these occurs at chromosome 1q31 (210). Between 15% and 40% of 

multiplex AMD families segregated with a disease gene in the 1q31 region (204). Further 

analysis of this region revealed an allelic variant in exon 104 of the fibulin-6 gene (FBLN-6) 

in members of one AMD family, as well as in some sporadic AMD cases (211).

A number of other candidate genes have also been linked to AMD. Several of these 

associated with a small, but increased risk of developing AMD. However, most of these 

results have not yet been replicated in subsequent studies. These genes include ELOVL4 

(212), VEGF, VLDLR, and LRP6 (213), FIBLN5 (214) and TLR-4 (215).

In contrast, the ε4 allele of the apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene has consistently been shown 

to be protective for AMD (216–218), whereas the ε2 allele appears to influence progression 

and to cause an earlier age of onset (218). Reliable association of a gene that confers 

increased risk for AMD, ABCA4, has also been reported and substantiated (219).

In early 2005, in a striking example of how disparate methods for gene discovery can be 

brought to bear on a single problem, four groups reported independently that common 

variants (single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)) in the gene encoding complement Factor 

H (CFH) confer major susceptibility to, or protection from, AMD (192,220–222). 

Individuals who possess a single copy of the risk-conferring CFH haplotype have 2–4-fold 

higher lifetime risk of developing AMD, and those with two copies possess a 5–7-fold 

higher lifetime risk. Haplotype analysis showed that a SNP in the CFH gene that results in a 

tyrosine to histidine substitution at amino acid 402 in the Factor H protein can account for 

up to 50% of AMD cases in the human population, a number approaching 50,000,000 

worldwide. Follow-up reports have since confirmed these findings in additional cohorts in 

the United States (212,223), Iceland (224), the United Kingdom (225), and France (226). 

Interestingly, the major CFH risk haplotype in the Japanese population appears to be 

different than that reported in other populations, although the protective haplotype is the 

same (227).

In early 2006, allelic variants in two other complement-related genes, Factor B (BF) and 

complement component C2, were linked to AMD (228). These are paralogous genes located 

500 bp apart on chromosome 6p21, and both reside in the major histocompatibility complex 

(MHC) class III region. BF is a component of the alternative pathway of complement, 

whereas C2 is a component of the classical pathway. Analysis of AMD-associated SNPs in 

these two genes identified a single ‘risk’ and two ‘protective’ haplotypes. Functional 

evidence suggests that the protective SNP possesses a glutamine (Q) in place of the more 
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common arginine (R) at position 32 of the BF protein. There is evidence that this 

substitution may result in reduced alternative pathway-mediated hemolytic activity (229) 

and, therefore, a reduced overall propensity for overactivation of complement.

Combined analyses of CFH and BF haplotypes showed that the two variants together can 

account for nearly 74% of the risk of developing AMD. The protective haplotype for each of 

the three genes was completely absent in nearly 75% of all AMD cases, whereas 56% of 

controls possessed at least one copy of a protective CFH or BF haplotype. Approximately 

60% of the risk in AMD cases, and 65% of the protection in controls, can be assigned to the 

CFH gene locus alone.

In addition to the 1q31 locus, a region on chromosome 10q26 has been identified in several 

recent studies that consistently showed linkage to AMD (210) on a scale similar to that of 

the CFH Tyr402His variant. PLEKHA1 (pleckstrin homology domain-containing, family A, 

member 1) and a predicted LOC387715 gene were identified as the relevant candidate genes 

at that locus (230). A subsequent study concluded that SNP rs10490924 in LOC387715 was 

the most likely AMD susceptibility allele (231). A third study identified a coding change in 

the LOC387715 gene as the significant allele that results in a nonsynonymous substitution of 

alanine to serine at position 69 of the hypothetical protein. The variant was found to be 

statistically independent of the increased risk conferred by the CFH allele, and of similar 

magnitude. In addition, a significant statistical relationship between the LOC387715 variant 

and a history of cigarette smoking has been found (232). Thus far, there is no published 

evidence for ocular expression of the LOC387715 gene product at either the RNA or protein 

levels, nor is there any indication of its likely functional properties.

Association of AMD with other diseases

The predicted complement-regulatory dysfunction associated with AMD is consistent with 

the pattern of complement-regulatory dysfunction in other diseases. Under normal 

conditions, local complement activation promotes the rapid clearance of cellular debris and 

facilitates removal of toxic protein aggregates. However, uncontrolled activation results in 

collateral damage to surrounding host tissues. Organ damage from alternative complement 

dysregulation occurs in several renal diseases including atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome 

(aHUS) (233–239) and membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis type II (MPGNII) 

(240,241). In aHUS, widespread blood clot formation and reactive endothelial cell 

proliferation in small blood vessels can lead to acute renal failure. Approximately 50% of 

patients with aHUS have a mutation in one of three complement regulators: Factor H, 

membrane cofactor protein, or Factor I (239). In aHUS, missense mutations in CFH give rise 

to a protein with altered binding to C3b, thus restricting Factor H in its capacity to protect 

host cells from complement attack. In MPGNII, uncontrolled systemic activation of the 

alternative complement pathway leads to the deposition of activated C3 complement 

fragments within the glomerular basement membrane. Remarkably, many patients with 

MPGNII also develop early onset macular drusen that are clinically, histologically, 

ultrastructurally and histochemically indistinguishable from ocular drusen in AMD (153). It 

was this observation that led our group to explore the role of complement dysregulation in 

AMD, and that ultimately led to the discovery of the CFH gene polymorphisms (192).
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Although the discovery of a link between AMD and polymorphisms in the CFH and BF 

genes is a major advance in our understanding of the genetic basis of AMD, major 

unresolved issues remain. Possession of the BF and/or CFH risk-conferring haplotypes 

appears highly likely to place RPE and choroidal cells in the macula at sustained risk for 

alternative pathway-mediated complement attack. In the aging eye, it can be envisaged that 

this eventually leads to drusen accumulation, disruption of Bruch’s membrane integrity, and 

ensuing complications such as geographic atrophy and choroidal neovascularization. 

However, the nature of the activation event(s) that triggers the complement system in the 

macula has yet to be ascertained. Based upon the analogy to aHUS and MPGNII, microbial 

infection of the RPE/choroid is a distinct possibility (242), but it is certainly not the only 

one. It is puzzling why the macula of the eye and the glomerulus in the kidney appear to be 

the tissues that are most susceptible. Is it because the macula and the glomerulus share 

anatomical features and/or functional properties that render them more vulnerable to the 

effects of complement dysregulation? It is also puzzling why the macula is more vulnerable 

relative to more peripheral retinal locations. Clearly, the biological basis for the macula’s 

predilection for degeneration and neovascularization will require further study. In that 

regard, it is noteworthy that macular involvement is associated with a number of other ocular 

and nonocular disorders including macular edema, presumed ocular histoplasmosis 

syndrome, Alport’s syndrome, rubella, ocular toxoplasmosis, bacterial endocarditis, 

pseudoxanthoma elasticum and Menke’s disease (29,243).

Conclusion

Complement Factor H is the first gene identified in multiple independent studies that confers 

a significant risk for the development of AMD. This finding, together with the subsequent 

identification of AMD-associated variants in the related complement genes BF and C2, 

provides compelling evidence that the innate immune system and, more specifically, 

uncontrolled regulation of the alternative pathway of complement, plays a central role in the 

pathobiology of AMD. At this point, the most likely scenario is that exposure to infection or 

some other triggering event in genetically susceptible individuals, coupled with impaired 

complement regulatory function, leads to the sustained activation of the complement 

cascade, drusen formation and, eventually, development of AMD.

The emergence of this new paradigm of AMD pathogenesis sets the stage for the rapid 

development of early diagnostics, novel bioassays, and new animal models that faithfully 

mimic aspects of the disease process. Furthermore, the way is now paved for development of 

novel therapeutic interventions aimed at modulating the alternative pathway of complement 

in ‘at-risk’ individuals prior to the onset of choroidal neovascularization or geographic 

atrophy.

Now that the genetic basis for a major proportion of AMD cases has been elucidated, what 

additional scientific progress may be anticipated in the next few years, and what will be the 

ramifications of these new findings for the diagnosis and treatment of AMD? In the near 

term, a more comprehensive understanding of the genetic basis of AMD should rapidly 

emerge. It will not be surprising, for example, if genetic polymorphisms in additional 

complement components, complement regulators and, possibly, immune system effectors 
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and inflammatory mediators are implicated in AMD. Secondly, it may be anticipated that the 

gene variants linked to AMD also contribute to other prevalent age-related diseases where 

chronic, local inflammatory processes are involved. For example, a significant statistical 

relationship between the CFH Tyr402His ‘risk’ variant and the incidence of myocardial 

infarction has recently been reported (242,244). Based upon this new genetic information, it 

will now be possible to devise genetic screening tests that will identify those individuals 

who are most at risk of developing AMD later in life. This will enable clinicians to monitor 

susceptible individuals from an early age, and to develop and test new preventive treatments 

in the early stages of the disease before the onset of vision loss. Finally, the development of 

new diagnostic and pharmacological approaches will be hastened by the identification of the 

alternative pathway of complement as a prime therapeutic target. As our understanding of 

the pathogenesis of AMD continues to improve rapidly, so do the prospects for novel 

diagnostic and therapeutic approaches that will dramatically improve the quality of our 

prolonged lifespan.
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Clinical principles

• Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most common cause of legal 

blindness among people over 60 years. Clinical hallmarks of the disease are 

observed in at least one third of persons over age 75 in industrialized countries.

• AMD is the leading cause of blindness in the elderly worldwide, affecting 30–50 

million individuals. Conservatively, the World Health Organization estimated in 

2002 that 14 million persons worldwide are blind or severely visually impaired 

because of AMD.

• AMD is often grouped into two basic clinical categories: the ‘dry’ atrophic form 

and the exudative neovascular, or ‘wet’, form.

• There is neither a preventive therapy nor a cure for AMD. Palliative treatment 

options for wet AMD include anti-neovascular agents, photodynamic therapy 

and thermal laser. There are no current therapies for dry AMD, although 

antioxidant therapy delays progression in about 20%–25% of eyes.
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Pathophysiologic principles

• The complement alternative pathway plays a predominant role in AMD 

pathology.

• Allelic variations in genes coding the complement alternative pathway-

associated proteins Factor H and Factor B confer risk for or protection from 

AMD. Combined analysis of the haplotypes for the genes encoding these 

proteins indicates that variation in the two loci can predict the clinical outcome 

in 74% of AMD cases.

• Environmental factors modulate genetic susceptibility for the condition. 

Smoking and obesity are the two strongest risk factors identified to date.

• New discoveries related to the underlying genetic susceptibility for AMD open 

new avenues for its diagnosis, treatment and prevention.
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Figures 1–9. 

Figure 1: Normal macula of an elderly patient. The asterisk represents the location of the 

fovea, which lies directly in the visual axis. The macula (boxed area), which is adapted for 

high acuity vision, is located temporal to the optic nerve (arrow). It is approximately 6 mm 

in diameter and centered on the fovea. The vascular arcades are indicated by arrowheads. 

Figure 2: Ocular coherence tomogram (OCT) of a normal macula. The central area of 

depression (arrow) represents the fovea, corresponding to the asterisk depicted in Figure 1. 

Ret=retina. Figure 3: Color fundus photograph derived from an individual with early, dry 

age-related macular degeneration (AMD). Retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) pigment 

disruption is present in the macula (arrow) and numerous small (<63 microns in diameter) 

hard drusen are present inferior to this region (oval). Figure 4: Color fundus photograph 

from an individual with dry AMD. Numerous small and intermediate-sized drusen are 

visible in the macular region (oval). Figures 5 and 6: Corresponding fluorescein angiogram 

(Figure 5) and color fundus photograph (Figure 6) images from an individual with dry 

AMD. Although larger and confluent drusen are visible in the color image (circle), the 

number and extent of drusen distribution is appreciated even more clearly in the angiogram. 

The hyperfluorescent drusen observed in the angiogram are of uniform size and often 

referred to as cuticular drusen. Figure 7: Color fundus photograph from an individual with 

dry AMD, depicting the presence of numerous large (>125 micron diameter), calcified 

drusen deposited primarily within the peri- and parafoveal regions. Smaller drusen are 

present in the foveal region (asterisk). Figures 8 and 9: Color fundus photograph from two 

patients with macular geographic atrophy (GA). The margins of the regions of RPE atrophy 

are clearly delineated. Choroidal blood vessels are more easily visualized in these regions of 

atrophy because of the loss and/or absence of the RPE pigment. A choroidal nevus (asterisk) 

is indicated in Figure 8. These eyes would be expected to have poor central vision due to the 

extensive atrophy.
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Figures 10–18. 

Color fundus photograph (Figure 10), early fluorescein angiogram (Figure 11) and late 

fluorescein angiogram (Figure 12) from an individual with a classic choroidal 

neovascularization (CNV). Subretinal blood and fluid (arrowhead depicts edge) is clearly 

visible within the macular region in Figure 10. Note the lacey appearance of vessels 

(asterisk) in the early angiogram. Marked leakage of fluorescein (asterisk), with indistinct 

edges of hyperfluorescence (white area) is clearly visible in the late angiogram. Color 

fundus photograph (Figure 13), early fluorescein angiogram (Figure 14) and late fluorescein 

angiogram (Figure 15) from an individual with occult choroidal neovascularization. A 

single, small punctate region of hemorrhage (black arrow) and a ring of exudates (arrowhead 

depicts edge) that appears more indolent than that which typically occurs in classic choroidal 

neovascularization (CNV) (Figure 10) is visible in Figure 13. Note that there is minimal 

hyperfluorescence in the early phase of the angiogram, in contrast to that observed in the 

early stage of classic CNV. Speckled macular hyperfluorescence–-in contrast to the profuse 

leakage of fluorescein that occurs in classic lesions–-is visible in the late stage angiogram 

(Figure 15). Corresponding angiographic (Figure 16) and ocular coherence tomogram 

(OCT) images (Figure 17) from an individual with a macular pigment epithelial detachment 

(PED). A multilobulated, hyperfluorescent lesion with sharply demarcated borders (arrow) is 

clearly visible in the late stage angiogram depicted in Figure 16. The blister-like elevation of 

the retina and retinal pigment epithelial layer, which correlates with the PED shown in 

Figure 16, is appreciated on OCT in Figure 17. SRF=subretinal fluid; RET=retina. Figure 

18: Color fundus photograph from an individual with end stage (cicatricial) exudative age-

related macular degeneration (AMD). A large disciform scar (arrowhead) covering the 

macular region is distinctly visible.
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Figure 19. 

Goldmann visual field simulating an individual with central visual loss. The physiological 

blind spot, which corresponds to the location of the optic nerve head, is depicted as a small 

dark oval. The larger, more irregular darkened region corresponds to a blind spot, or 

scotoma, caused by atrophy and/or scarring within the macula.
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Figures 20–25. 

Light microscopic (Figures 20, 22–25) and schematic (Figure 21) images depicting the 

choroid-RPE-retina interface. A section showing the normal anatomical relationships of the 

macular choroid (Ch), retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) and neural retina (R) is shown in 

Figure 20; the section passes directly through the foveal pit. The boxed region corresponds 

to that depicted in Figure 21, which compares the choriocapillaris-RPE interface in 

unaffected (top) and affected (bottom) individuals. The majority of early age-related macular 

degeneration (AMD)-associated extracellular lesions–-including drusen, basal laminar 

deposit (BLamD), and basal linear deposits (BLinD)–-form along this interface. Drusen 

(asterisks), which form between the RPE and Bruch’s membrane, are present in Figures 22 

and 23. Extensive accumulations of BLamD (asterisks), which form between the RPE and 

its basal lamina, are depicted in Figure 24. Choroidal neovessels, located in both the sub-

RPE and subretinal spaces (arrows) are shown in Figure 25. Arrowheads in Figures 23 and 

24, Bruch’s membrane.
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Figures 26–29. 

Transmission electron micrographs of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)-choroid 

interface in eyes of donors without (Figure 26) and with (Figures 27–29) a clinically 

documented history of age-related macular degeneration (AMD). A single druse (D) is 

shown in Figure 27; its location between the RPE basal lamina (arrowheads) and Bruch’s 

membrane (BM) is clearly indicated. BLamD (asterisk) accumulates between the basal 

surface of the RPE and its basal lamina (arrow), whereas BLinD is located within the 

innermost aspect of Bruch’s membrane (Figure 28). A patent choroidal neovessel (asterisk), 

lying between BM and a layer of BLamD (rectangle), is shown in Figure 29. RPE=retinal 

pigment epithelium; BM=Bruch’s membrane.
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